Congratulations to AIFF for
25 years of the Silver Screen
in Downtown
Tucson!

WELCOME
FILM FANS & FILMMAKERS!
W

ach film festival is
E
unique in its own
way. What makes the

elcome to the
25th annual
Arizona International
Film Festival. In
the last quarter
of a century this
extraordinary Tucson
independent festival
has showcased more
than 2500 films from
90 countries to over
148,000 patrons. 220
films have had their
world premieres at The Screening Room, and over
2000 films have had their first Arizona showing in
the little art theater in the heart of downtown.

Arizona International
Film Festival unique
is its dedication to
screening works by
truly independent
artists. I’ve been
fortunate enough
to be involved with
AIFF for over a
decade now. I have screened numerous films at
the festival, served on the jury, participated in the
Festival-in-the-Schools (F.I.T.S.) program, and made
countless friends. I’ve attended many film festivals
all over the world, but very few with the spirit of
generosity found at AIFF. More than anything else,
this is why I keep coming back. This is a special
festival and Tucson should be proud to claim it as
part of its cultural fabric. ¡Viva Tucson! ¡Viva AIFF!

This amazing milestone would not have been
possible without the tireless efforts of the festival
organizers and scores of volunteers who believe,
as I do, that independent film is one of the last
honest voices in American arts and culture today.
Please join me in celebrating this cinematic
achievement and enjoying this years amazing
lineup of independent perspectives.

Sincerely,

Jeff Moneo
Honorary Co-Chair

Michael Keith
Honorary Co-Chair
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Festival Pass &
Ticket Information

Thursday, April 14

You can purchase one of the following
passes or opt for single admission tickets
to any Festival screening or special event.

All Access Pass

$100

Entitles holder priority seating to all
screenings and special events. Present
your pass at the door for admission.

Saver Pass 		

$25

Attend any five screenings of your
choice. Present your pass at the door for
admission. Your Saver Pass can only be
used by you.

Single Tickets

$8 admission for premiere screenings.
$6 admission for all other screenings.

500 DESTINATIONS. INFINITE STORIES.
See Where the Train Can Take You.

With over 500 destinations nationwide, there is no
better way to see America than by train.
Book your trip today at
Amtrak.com/deals
Fares, routes, and schedules subject to change without notice. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad
Passenger Corporation.

Free admission to community screenings
and filmmaker panels.
Discounts available for seniors, students
and military with ID.
Advance single tickets can be purchased
online at www.brownpapertickets.com
or at The Screening Room box-office one
hour before each screening.

OPENING NIGHT FILM

7:30pm
The Anthropologist

Seth Kramer/Daniel A. Miller/Jeremy Newberger,
USA, 2015, 80 min.
(In English, Russian, Sakha, Kiribati, Spani
with English subtitles)
At the core of this fascinating documentary are the
parallel stories of two women: Margaret Mead, who
popularized cultural anthropology, and Susie Crate,
an environmental anthropologist currently studying
the impact of climate change.
Uniquely revealed from their daughters’ perspectives,
Mead and Crate demonstrate a fascination
with how societies are forced to negotiate the
disruption of their traditional ways of life, whether
through encounters with the outside world or
the unprecedented changes wrought by melting
permafrost, receding glaciers, and rising tides.
These alumni filmmakers screened their awardwinning documentary, The Linguists, at the 2008
Arizona International Film Festival.

$8 admission
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Friday, April 15
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The Screening Room

Saturday, April 16

CONNECT WITH FILMMAKERS

7pm
West Coast
Benjamin Weill, France, 2016,
80 min.
(In French with English subtitles)
As lifelong fans of the west coast,
four inseparable teenagers think
they are real “gangstas.” They are
invincible, respected, and fearless. When one of the “gang” is
humiliated in front of everyone at
school, they decide to take their
revenge through one last caper.
preceded by

FlySpy
Daniel M. Smith, United Kingdom,
2016, 21 min.
A young genius deviant uses a
radio controlled drone fly with a
camera in its head to spy on his
ex-girlfriend.

$8 admission

9:30pm ARIZONA SHORTS $6 admission
Blind Date

Our Desert Farms

Darren Rudy, USA, 2015, 8 min.

Anna Augustowska/Joshua
Montgomery, USA, 2016, 18 min.

Dating is complicated enough in
today’s tech society. Can texting
make dating easier?

L’amour en cinq parties
(Love in Five Parts)
Joshua Provost, USA/France,
2015, 8 min.
(In French with English subtitles)
On a visit to Paris, a young man
confronts the nature of love by
observing his surroundings.

Manna

Central Arizona growers in the
thirsty Southwest are challenged
by climate change, drought, and
the global market in this revealing
documentary.

Road Storm
Bart Santello, USA, 2015, 2 min.

An isolated watchman lords over a
small bay in the Caribbean, living
off the land and sea, as cruise
ships and civilization float by.
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Meet the filmmaking teams of
Misfortune and Lucky U Ranch
and learn why they decided
to film in Tucson and how the
Tucson landscape enhanced
their storytelling.
Saturday, April 30, 11am
The Screening Room

The experience of driving
directly into a monsoon electrical
storm at night is captured in this
experimental short.

Sultan Of The Sea

Daniel Edward Hyde, USA, 2015,
12 min.

Join Seth Kramer (The
Anthropologist), Miranda
Magagnini (Good Business)
and Douglas Munro CSC
(The Caravan Film) in a lively
discussion about the ups
and downs of independent
filmmaking.
Saturday, April 16, 11am
at The Screening Room

Nickolas Duarte, USA, 2015, 6 min.
A young woman searches for
her brother in a time capsule of
shattered memories.

1:30pm
The Caravan Film
Margot McMaster, Canada, 2015, 105 min.
This stunning documentary follows the exploits of an eclectic group of
international carriage drivers and horse riders as they journey across
the American South from California to Florida. The film explores the
complexities of group dynamics, the relationship we share with our
horses in this modern world and the surprising connections made
along the route.
What happens on this epic journey is something the participants will
never forget as they weave their way through iconic landscapes, up
and over mountains, through vast deserts, under tall pine forests, to
bayous and down the backroads of America.

$6 admission

Home of the Arizona
International Film Festival
127 East Congress
Downtown Tucson
screeningroomtucson.com
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4pm SASKATCHEWAN AND BEYOND 7pm
Blossom Season
THE SHORT FILMS Cherry
Canada, 2009, 22 min.
OF JEFF MONEO

Danceland

Canada, 2004, 22 min.
A hermit rebuilds his childhood
schoolhouse, an aging wrestler
battles a deteriorating body
and the world’s best dancer
wins a pair of ruby encrusted
tap shoes in this travelogue of
the Canadian plains.

Plastic Bitch

The course of a relationship
is examined through the eyes
of seven different women in
six different countries. Filmed
on location in Japan, Russia,
Thailand, Egypt, Peru and
Canada, this heartfelt elegy
charts the anxiety, joy and pain
of falling in and out of love.

Big Muddy

Canada, 2011, 15 min.
When a mysterious drifter
shows up at the gang’s hideaway, a teenage outlaw comes
face to face with his long forgotten past.

Canada, 2005, 11 min.
To display his disapproval of his
father’s new wife, Harley systematically destroys his step-sister’s
prized doll collection. When his
Canada, 2013, 15 min.
actions prove futile, Harley is
forced to deal with the deparMartha wants to escape her
ture of his real mom.
rural life. When a mysterious
drifter shows up on her farm,
will she finally get her chance?
FREE admission

Going South
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Saturday, April 16

9:30pm ANIMATION SHORTS $6 admission

Café Amargo
(Bitter Coffee)

Däwit

Napoleon | The Ticket

Revoltoso

Rigoberto Jiménez, Cuba, 2015,
95 min.
(In Spanish with English subtitles)

David Jansen, Germany, 2015,
15 min.

Matthew Berenty, USA, 2015, 1 min.

Arturo “Vonno” Ambriz/Roy
Ambriz, Mexico, 2016, 29min.
(In Spanish with English subtitles)

In 1950s Cuba, four young
sisters, Lola, Gelacia, Pepa and
Cira, inherit their parents coffee
plantation in the Sierra Maestra
mountains. One fateful day, they
hide a young man on his way
to join the guerrilla fighters, an
incident that would change their
lives forever.

$8 admission
Sponsored by
Lea Ward

Rescued from his violent father,
Däwit is raised far away from his
family among wolves. He grows
up to be a man weary of life and
embarks on a mysterious journey
to find his own identity.

El Lugar Adecuado
Fernando Franco/Begoña
Arostegui, Spain, 2015, 3 min.
Does life, perhaps, consist in being in the right place at the right
time?

In The Waves

Napoleon Bonaparte learns to
interact with the modern day
world, or does he?

Ru Kuwahata/Max Porter, USA,
2015, 2 min.

A little one-eyed boar finds himself on the scene of one of the
first filmed wars in history: the
Mexican Revolution. There he will
discover cinema in the midst of
war and the collapse of his world.

A house is visited by a clean,
organized, well-mannered guest.

Rosso Papavero

Personal Effects

Martin Smatana, Slovakia, 2015,
5 min

Perfect Houseguest

Elena Megalos, USA, 2015, 8 min.
In an effort to move on, a heartbroken woman procures a goat to
consume her ex-lover’s belongings.

Once upon a starry night, a small
boy with a head full of fantasies
witnesses a dreamlike circus
performance.

The Song of Wandering
Aengus

Ying-Fang Shen, USA, 2015, 6 min.
A tie-dye fabric animation shows
the beginning of life through a
microscope perspective.

Matthew Lawes, United Kingdom,
2016, 4 min.
A poem by W.B. Yeats is transformed by stop-frame animation.
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Sunday, April 17

The Screening Room

1pm

3pm

6pm

Jarvis Rockwell

A Bitter Legacy

Concealed

Rachel Victor, USA, 2015, 39 min.

Claudia Katayanagi, USA, 2016,
78 min.

Shane Hall, Australia, 2015,
88 min.

Though he frequently posed for
his father’s most famous works,
his life didn’t resemble a Norman
Rockwell painting. Instead, Jarvis
Rockwell grew up in a family far
more emotionally complex than is
generally known. He embarks on
a journey of self and art and finds
a way to love his often difficult
famous father.
preceded by

Good Business
Rob Schermbrucker, South Africa,
2015, 25 min.
What role can business play in
transforming a society? Raymond
Ackerman began his retail chain
during South Africa’s apartheid
regime but bucked the system
with his inclusive approach to
black workers.

$6 admission

This disturbing documentary
reveals the hidden truth behind
little known World War II Citizen
Isolation Centers in Moab, Utah
and Old Leupp, Arizona, formed
to hold Japanese American
“trouble-makers.” During this
shameful chapter of American
history, the detainees endured
extreme harsh treatment in
these “centers,” now considered
precursors to Guantanamo.

Max, a struggling actor, arrives
in Sydney for the audition of his
life. As soon as he lands, things
start to go horribly wrong when
his girlfriend Sallie suddenly
disappears. Frustrated with the
police’s lack of of progress in
finding her, Max embarks on a
desperate search with the help
of a childhood friend.

$6 admission

$6 admission

FESTIVAL STOPS

STOP
HERE FOR
FESTIVAL
EVENTS

The Screening Room
127 East Congress

Etherton Gallery
135 South 6th Avenue

Batch
118 East Congress

Hotel Congress
311 East Congress

Connect
33 South 5th Avenue

The Independent Distillery
30 South Arizona Avenue

Center for Creative
Photography
1030 North Olive Rd

Johnny Gibson’s
Downtown Market
11 South 6th Avenue

Elliott’s on Congress
8 East Congress
135

The Screening Room

8pm GLOBAL SHORTS

Sunday, April 17

$6 admission

Jody Forster, Sumner Butte Grand Canyon
National Park, 1980, gelatin silver print

ETHERTON GALLERY

3000

The Beast

Celebrating 35 Years as a
Tucson Destination

Antonis Tsonis, Greece/Australia,
2015, 20 min.
(In Greek with English subtitles)

Daina O. Pusiä, Croatia, 2015, 21 min.
(In Croatian with English subtitles)

Established in 1981 in Tucson,
Arizona by founder Terry Etherton, Etherton Gallery has an
extensive exhibition and collection space housed in the historic
Odd Fellows Hall in downtown
Tucson.

When Leon learns about his best
friend’s battle with cancer, his
actions to help his friend leads to
irreversible consequences.

The Apology
Yu Shibuya, Japan, 2015, 23 min.
(In Japanese with English
subtitles)
What if an apology took 100
years to reach you?

Arabian Swan

A 100-year old frail woman and
her 75-year old childlike daughter
have a tense but familiar relationship. One night, a bat flies into
the apartment and changes the
dynamics between mother and
daughter.

Óscar Desafinado
Mikel Alvariño, Spain, 2015, 21 min.
(In Spanish with English subtitles)
Will the ghost of his deceased
lover disrupt Óscar’s new
relationship if he doesn’t keep
his promise?

Fahad Aljoudi, Saudi Arabia, 2015,
12 min.

Etherton Gallery exhibits top
classic and contemporary
photography and remains the
premier destination gallery for
photography in the southwestern United States.

SIGHTLINES

Featuring the landscape photography of Jody Forster, Dick
Arentz and Daniel Leivick
Gallery Hours: 11 – 5,
Tuesday through Saturday
Exhibit open through May 23
Location: 135 S. Sixth Avenue
info@ethertongallery.com

Noor, a Saudi woman, must try to
find a way to make her over-protective brother understand her
love for dance.
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COMMUNITY PARTNER

Monday, April 18

The Screening Room

The Screening Room

Tuesday, April 19
FROM THE ARCHIVES

6pm
The Anthropologist

Seth Kramer/Daniel A. Miller/
Jeremy Newberger, USA, 2015,
80 min.
(In English, Russian, Sakha, Kiribati,
Spani with English subtitles)
At the core of this fascinating
documentary are the parallel
stories of two women: Margaret
Mead, who popularized cultural
anthropology, and Susie Crate,
an environmental anthropologist
currently studying the impact of
climate change.
Uniquely revealed from their
daughters’ perspectives, Mead
and Crate demonstrate a fascination with how societies are
forced to negotiate the disruption of their traditional ways of
life, whether through encounters
with the outside world or the
unprecedented changes wrought
by melting permafrost, receding
glaciers, and rising tides.

$6 admission

8pm IRISH SHORTS $6 admission
Atrophy

The Proposal

Martïn de Barra, Ireland, 2013,
13 min.

Liam O Mochain, Ireland, 2016,
13 min.

An elderly farmer’s life is devastated by the building of a motorway
through his land. When his only
remaining friend, his dog Shep,
disappears, he exacts his revenge.

Gabriel plans to surprise his
girlfriend by proposing in flight.
When asked by airport security
to open his luggage, he is faced
with a dilemma.

Butterfly

Ticket to Somewhere

Cathal Black, Ireland, 2015, 36 min. Liam O Mochain, Ireland, 2015,
A lonely probation officer struggles 13 min.
to write a report on a hot-tempered young woman whose past
threatens to consume her.

Eddie spends most days in the
train station begging. Every day
he has a different story. Which
one is his?

Deadline
Eamonn Norris/John McCarthy/
Fred O’Conner/David Pembroke,
Ireland, 2014, 4 min.
A screenwriter under pressure to
complete a script keeps getting
interrupted by everyday mundane
tasks.
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6pm

8pm

South Bureau
Homicide

Le Garagiste

Mike Cooley/Mark Earl Burman,
USA, 2015, 78 min.
Set in South Los Angeles, this
revealing documentary explores
the unsung bond created by the
homicide detectives of LAPD
and the local community’s antiviolent-crime activists. Together
they investigate and cope
with the persistent menace of
homicidal violence that plagues a
disproportionately small part of
Los Angeles. With unprecedented
access to LAPD personnel and
procedures, a new perspective is
revealed between police and the
community they serve.

Renee Beaulieu, Canada, 2015,
87 min.
(In French with English subtitles)
Adrien has been waiting five
years for a kidney transplant.
He does all he can to keep his
garage and his marriage going,
despite his long hours of dialysis
and ebbing energy. But when he
hires a young man from a remote
village to work at the garage, it
sets off a chain of events that
turn his life upside-down and
reveal some unexpected and
disturbing things about him.

$6 admission

$6 admission
Irish Shorts is sponsored by
Alicia Foley in memory of
Robert Foley

More to View . . .
Be sure to visit Hydra at 145 E. Congress
and gaze at the creative Film Festival
window displays designed by Joey and Margo.
Now that’s true talent!
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Wednesday, April 20

The Screening Room

Thursday, April 21
hosted by Southern Arizona
Blues Heritage Foundation and
The Independent Distillery
30 S. Arizona Ave.

Did You Know . . .
Our winner for 2015 Best
Animation Short, Bear
Story (from Chile) won
the Oscar this year.
Our first Festival was
held at the newly
restored Temple of Music
Art and was the second
event held there after its
restoration.
Bryan Singer of X-Men
fame screened his first
feature, Public Access, at
our 1994 Festival.
21,200 school kids have
participated in our
Festival-in-the-Schools
program.

6pm

8pm

7pm

8:30pm

America Recycled

Unearthing

Out Of The Desert

Noah Hussin/Tim Hussin, USA,
2015, 96 min.

Jon Deitcher/Natalino Lattanzio,
Canada, 2016, 86 min.

Peter Triest, Belgium, 2015,
50 min.

Desert Age: A Rock
and Roll Scene History

For over two years, two brothers
ride their recycled bicycles
through the American South
en-route to the West Coast. As
they learn to survive on the road,
several modern homesteading
communities take them in, guiding
them toward their destination, and
turning their idea of the American
Dream on its head.

For their entire lives, Healy and
Fisher have been harboring a
deep secret, but neither of them
knows what it is or why they’re
burdened with it. When Healy
discovers the key to unlocking
their mysterious relationship is
buried on a suspected killer’s
property, he must force Fisher
to help him find it—even though
they’ve never spoken a word
to each other. Unsuspected by
either of them is a secret so powerful it will change their
lives forever.

On tour in Europe with Giant
Sand, this dreamlike and intimate
portrait of Howe Gelb, one of
America’s great indie-rock pioneers, drags you deeper inside
an artist’s mind than you’ve likely
ever seen. Delivering a rambling
slipstream of Gelb’s inner talk
interspersed with energetic and
moving live performances, this
passionate music documentary
offers plenty of inspiration for the
creative soul.

$6 admission

$6 admission

Where Filmmakers Hang Out
Johnny Gibson’s Downtown Market (11 S. 6th Ave) and
The Independent Distillery (30 S. Arizona Ave) will be the place
where filmmakers will relax between screenings, partake from the
deli, have a beer, and enjoy the Tucson vibe.

$6 admission

Jason Pine, USA, 2016, 75m
What started out as a handful
of friends wanting more from a
town that offered so little, gave
rise to one of the most important
and unknown music genres of the
early 1990s. Growing in a similar yet geographically separate
way to the “grunge” movement
in Seattle, was a new and lesser
known genre of music known
as “desert rock.” It was a catchall style that ultimately evolved
from jam-band generator parties
that took place in remote desert
locations outside of Palm Springs.
Desert Age traces the complete
historical lineage of the people,
places and bands including Kyuss
that shaped that scene and genre
to this day.

Thursday, April 14, 10pm
George Howard
all types
Etherton
Galleryplays
Celebrating
of
contemporary
music
with
35 Years as Tucson Destination
blues and R&B origins: Muddy
Established
in 1981electric
in Tucson,
Waters Chicago
blues,
Arizona
by
founder
Terry
EthTexas swing blues, and the
erton,
Etherton
Gallery
has an
compelling
sounds
of Motown.
extensive exhibition and collecThursday,
21,in10:30pm
tion
space April
housed
the historic
Michael
P.
is
a
multi-instrumenOdd Fellows Hall in downtown
tal, multi-genre
who
Tucson.
Ethertonmusician
Gallery exhibperforms
all over
the country
its
top classic
and contemporary
photography
and remains
the
playing rockabilly,
blues, rock,
premier
folk, jazzdestination
and more. gallery for
photography in the southwestThursday,
28, 10:30pm
ern
United April
States.
Nancy McCallion & Danny
Current
exhibition
is Sightlines,
Krieger are
renowned
for
featuring
three
photographers,
their folk, blues, Celtic standards
Jody
Forster, Dick
Arentz
and
and compelling
original
music.
Daniel Leivick, who present
Southern Arizona
Blues Heritage
landscape
photography
as a proFoundation
is an
all
cess
whose(SABHF)
technical
evolution
volunteer,
non-profit
organization
belies a shift in our understanddedicated to creating an active
ing
of the medium and its place
and vital Blues and Heritage music
in the world.
scene through the promotion of
live performances,
education,
and
Location:
135 S. Sixth
Avenue
raising awareness of the music and
culture inHours:
Southern
Gallery
11 –Arizona.
5, Tuesday

through Saturday

azblues.org

thru May 23

info@ethertongallery.com

$6 admission
COMMUNITY PARTNER
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Friday, April 22
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Friday, April 22
FROM THE ARCHIVES

6pm

7:30pm

One Smart Fellow

Kandahar Journals

Timothy Busfield/Tommy
Lohmann, USA, 2015, 44 min.

Louie Palu/Devin Gallagher, Canada, 2015, 76 min.

While on a weekend vacation at
a beautiful beach house, a not so
smart fellow decides to turn his
family’s life upside down. Lively
performances by Timothy Busfield (thirtysomething), Melissa
Gilbert (Little House on the
Prairie), Laura Innes (ER), and
Belle Shouse capture the reality
of a family crisis.

9:30pm EDGY SHORTS $6 admission

It is April 2006 and photojournalist Louie Palu finds himself in the
midst of body parts and the smell of burned flesh. On his first visit to
Kandahar, Afghanistan, he is covering a suicide bombing. Arriving in
the country as the war violence spirals out of control, he is unaware
that he will spend the next five years covering the conflict. He begins
writing a series of journals reflecting on his personal experience and
his psychological transformation while covering frontline combat.

$8 admission

preceded by

Katharos

G. Travis Williams, USA, 2015, 13 min.

Evan O’Brien, USA, 2016, 5 min.

Kill or die. A society of patriots
tests their fellow citizens’
commitment to freedom.

Haunted by his past, a tortured
boy turns to “Katharos,” a dream
therapist, to overcome his trauma.

2.57K

Wasteworld

Eva Colmers, Canada, 2015, 12 min. Andrea Niada, United Kingdom,
2015, 12 min.
Captivating, stunningly beautiful
and stirring, 2.57K strips down life A woman hatches into a menacing world made of trash bags. She
to its basics and allows us to see
must find the key to a mysterious
and hear the extraordinary.
container which holds the terrifying secret of this strange place.

Don’t Mess with the
Sharkies

The Immaculate
Misconception

Richard Rabelbauer, Switzerland,
2015, 24 min.
(In German with English subtitles)

Michael Geoghegan,
United Kingdom, 2015, 25 min.
Sinead is underage, pregnant and
a virgin, Her grandmother, a pious
Catholic, will stop at nothing to
get Sinead’s baby proclaimed
immaculate.

$6 admission

13 Minutes

After the near extinction of
humans by a higher developed
species called “Sharkies”, Marie
and Robert, two of the last
survivors, attempt to record a last
statement for posterity.
14

Whisper
Jo Lewis, United Kingdom, 2015,
10 min.
A young woman travels to a
remote beachside cabin in an
attempt to quit her heroin habit.
There she accidentally sets in
motion a chain of sinister events.

15
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11am

2pm

4:15pm

7pm

FILMING WITH DRONES

Carry On: Finding
Hope in the Canyon

Return to Dak To

Mango Dreams

Christopher Upham, USA, 2015,
49 min.

John Upchurch/Faraz Ahsan, India,
2016, 93 min.

The emergence of drones
presents some very unique
opportunities for indie
filmmakers. This informative
workshop will offer you
perspectives from a local
indie production (Our
Desert Farms) and Propeller
Aeronautics, an international
aerial cinematography
company, who use state of the
art aeronautical systems with
advanced camera systems.
See the world as you have
never seen before!

Free admission
CONNECT WITH FILMMAKERS

Jeremy Simmons/Carrie
Whitten-Simmons, USA, 2016, 71 min.
Fourteen year-old Anthony
Castle has a dream: to hike to the
bottom of the Grand Canyon. But
his life-limiting illness (Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy) has taken
his ability to walk. This inspirational documentary follows his
quest to make the 20-mile hike to
the bottom of one of the largest
canyons on earth in a wheel chair.
As Anthony reminds us, “It’s not
about what you can’t do, it’s all
about you CAN DO!”

$6 admission

Community Screening at CCP
Join us for a FREE screening of Kandahar Journals
at the Center for Creative Photography on
Saturday, April 23 at 2:00pm. Photojournalist Louie
Palu will talk about his experiences in Afghanistan
and answer questions.
18

The filmmaker and four veterans
he served with go back to Vietnam
and confront what the war meant
and what it has done to them and
the Vietnamese.
preceded by

Heart of a Tiger
Malcolm Clarke, China, 2015,
35 min.
A WWII Flying Tiger pilot was
shot down behind enemy lines
while taking part in a secret
mission. Sixty years later, he
travels back to the village in
China to meet and thank the
villagers who saved his life.

$6 admission

Saturday, April 23

The Screening Room

Realizing that dementia is slowly
eroding his mind, Dr. Amit Singh
decides he must return to his
childhood home and make peace
with his past before he forgets
it. Salim, a Muslim auto rickshaw
driver, offers to take the doctor
without knowing exactly where
the journey will lead. Tensions
soon surface, but a journey of a
thousand miles across India in an
auto rickshaw has a way of bringing people together.

$8 admission

9:30pm COMEDY SHORTS $6 admission
Beat Around the Bush Blind date à la Juive
Brianne Nord-Stewart, Canada,
2016, 12 min.
A 75-year-old widow with
Alzheimer’s decides it’s time to
have her very first orgasm.

Good Cop, Good Cop
Keagan Karnes, USA, 2015, 5 min.
A dedicated but not so bright
police detective just can’t seem
to understand the concept of
good cop, bad cop.

The Holy Cave
Aleix Massot, Spain, 2015, 15 min.
(In Spanish with English subtitles)
Carlos is in love with Sofia, the girl
of his dreams. When the hottest
guy in school starts to date her,
Carlos must act to save the day.

19

(Jewish Blind Date)
Anaëlle Morf, Switzerland, 2015,
16 min.
(In French with English subtitles)
Unhappy in love, Mary Lou decides
to reconnect with her religious
roots by marrying a practicing Jew.

Jinxed
Sam Eather, Australia, 2016, 14 min.
When it comes to dating, Jason is
jinxed. Attending a party, he quickly
discovers just how disastrously
hilarious his jinx can be.

Total Awesome Viking
Power
Morten Forland, USA, 2015, 15 min.
When a Viking role player is
sidelined to “the land of the dead,”
Vidar seeks the help of the god
Odin who will test his wits, bravery,
and his ability to go completely
beserk.

Sunday, April 24

The Screening Room

1pm SHORT DOCS $6 admission
Ferguson 365

Sister Jaguar’s Journey

Christopher Phillips, USA, 2015,
15 min.

Sande Zeig, USA, 2016, 20 min.

With a unique viewpoint and
unprecedented access, a local
filmmaker uncovers the untold
perspective of Ferguson natives
and the wedge separating them
from law enforcement and local
government.

Riding the Highline
Kai Carlson-Wee/Anders
Carlson-Wee, USA, 2015, 16 min.
Poet brothers, Kai and Anders,
hop trains, write poetry, and
document their journey across
the American West.

A Dominican nun journeys to
the rainforest of Ecuador and
discovers the sacred rituals of
the Achuar people. The Achuar
call her Sister Jaguar and in this
place, with these special people,
she finds her life’s calling.

West Empire
Mathieu Le Lay, France, 2015,
26 min.
Remains from a vanished past, a
few inhabitants still persist to live
today in the ghost towns of the
American West. They live a timeless life with one priority – their
search for freedom.

The Screening Room

Sunday, April 24

Did You Know . . .

3pm

6pm

7:30pm

Indivisible

Chalet

Guns to Mics

Hilary Linder, USA, 2016, 78 min.

So-jin Park, South Korea, 2016,
65 min.
(In Korean with English subtitles)

Jem Garrard/Greg Crompton,
Canada/Sierra Leone, 2015, 71 min.
(In Krio/English with English
subtitles)

Renata, Evelyn, and Antonio were
young children when their parents
brought them to the United
States in search of a better life;
they were teenagers when their
mothers, fathers, and siblings
were deported. Today, they are
known as Dreamers.

Indivisible takes place at a pivotal
moment in their lives, as they fight
for a pathway to citizenship and a
chance to be reunited with their
loved ones. Frustrated with the
stalled legislative process, the trio
take matters into their own hands
and petition for a special waiver
that would allow them to leave
the U.S to visit their families—and
legally return. With the future of
immigration reform uncertain, the
three do not know if their trips
are a once in a lifetime experience, or the beginning of true
family reunification.

$6 admission

Somewhere in Seoul, a North
Korean man and a South Korean
woman time-share a room, the
man at night and the woman
during the day. Never meeting
each other, their relationship
develops by leaving post-it notes
when they vacate their room.
One fateful night, everything
changes.
preceded by

La Propina

Sierra Leone is recovering
from a decade-long civil war.
A burgeoning music scene has
allowed the youth, who once used
guns to vent their frustration,
to pick up microphones and
exercise a new-found freedom of
speech. Quickly rising to national
stars, these musicians now use
their influence to keep the peace
in a presidential election.

$6 admission

Esteban Crespo, Spain, 2015, 11 min.
(In Spanish with English subtitles)
The encounter between an aging
movie star and a flower delivery
boy turns into a fable with
unexpected endings.

$6 admission
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Jeff Moneo, the 2016 Festival Co-Chair, is making his
6th visit to the Festival and
will be shooting a film about
Tucson.
The 1994 Festival had the
second screening of Mi Vida
Loca after its world premiere
at Sundance.
Our visiting filmmakers have
visited and shown their films
to youth in the Ajo Juvenile
Detention Center.
The 2013 Festival invited
a homeless teenage artist
(featured in a short doc)
to meet with youth at The
Screening Room, and a year
later was accepting the
Oscar for Inocente.

Monday, April 25

The Screening Room

Located in downtown Tucson, Batch offers fresh craft doughnuts, over 120 whiskeys
and now a full menu of grilled cheeses, salads, boozy cereals and more.

6pm GLOBAL SHORTS
118 EAST CONGRESS STREET

/batchtucson

@batchtucson

Los Ultimos Días Del
Cine

Monty and the
Runaway Furnace

Christopher Downs, Spain, 2015,
25 min.

Joe Taranto, USA, 2016, 32 min.

(In Spanish with English subtitles)

Easy to Park & Pay and Enjoy
the AZ International Film Festival

As the lights of his neighborhood
movie theatre begins to dim, so
does the relationship between
Martin and his son Leandro begin
to fade.
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Visit filmfestivalarizona.com
to find films, times & locations

TO

Pennington Street Garage

ARIZONA FILM FESTIVAL • APRIL 14 – MAY 1, 2016
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ALAMEDA

TH

TH

Xi Guan, USA/China, 2015, 23 min.
(In English/Mandarin/Tibetan
with English subtitles)

8TH STREET

3 – Pennington Street STREET
Garage, 110 E. Pennington Street
MAIN

Depot Plaza Garage

A AV
N AD

Centro Garage

4TH AVENUE

GR A

2 – Depot Plaza Garage, 45 N. 5th Avenue

A kind, old maintenance man is in
love with the furnace that powers
the factory he works at because
he thinks it’s his deceased wife.
He has to save it from the new
owner who wants everything
replaced, especially the furnace
that reminds him of the previous
owner, his dead father.

Mandala

5TH AVENUE

1 – Centro Garage, 345 E. Congress Street

$6 admission

Y
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O
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T
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After losing her lover to suicide,
a young artist tries to overcome
her grief by succumbing to a
mysterious request by a Tibetan
monk.

Yo Presidenta
Arantxa Echevarria, Spain, 2015,
18 min.
(In Spanish with English subtitles)
The chaos of the last elections
rings alarm bells in Europe. It is
decreed that the person to lead
the nation of Spain is the one who
has the most friends on Facebook.

Direction of Travel
Closest Sun Link Stops
Sun Link Streetcar Route

8:00pm
The Great &
The Small
Dusty Bias, USA, 2016, 104 min.
Scott, a young punk in his early
20’s, has been living on the
streets, squatting in abandoned
houses to survive. He is
befriended by a manipulative
criminal, a father figure he never
had, who ropes him into a heist.
He moves in with Nessa, his exgirlfriend, who demands he take
care of her baby in exchange
for rent. This forced fatherhood
causes Scott to seek out the
child he and Nessa gave up for
adoption.

Find Your Films
Browse festival films by category
or themes and find the films that
interest you the most.
filmfestivalarizona.com
Trailers, film descriptions
and more!
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Tuesday, April 26

The Screening Room

FROM THE ARCHIVES

Specials

MONDAY
• Keep ALL movie rentals
for 3 DAYS
• 20% OFF DVD/Game purchases
• FREE BALCONY RENTAL
with another paid rental
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
• 2 for 1 movie rentals

THURSDAY & SUNDAY
• 1 FREE Family
Rental & Weekly
Rentals
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
• 2 for 1 movie rentals
with a Beer or Coffee
Growler/Crowler ﬁll

LOCAL FOOD AVAILABLE from

20

100’s

of BOTTLE & CAN BEERS

pizza

Coffee &Tea

NITRO COLD
BREW COFFEE
~ on tap ~

For a complete listing of ALL our Specials/Events & Whats On Tap
VISIT CASAVIDEO.COM or CASAFILMBAR.COM or JOIN US ON FACEBOOK

2905 E SPEEDWAY BLVD • 520.326.6314

6pm

8pm

Po

Madina’s Dream

John Asher, USA, 2016, 93 min.

Andrew Berends, USA, 2015, 80 min.
(In Sudanese Arabic with English
subtitles)

When David Wilson’s young wife
falls victim to cancer, he is left
a single working dad with the
sole responsibility of caring for
his sixth grade son with autism.
Patrick, who prefers to be called
‘Po,’ is a gifted but challenged
child who was very close to his
mother and unable to communicate his own sense of loss. As
father and son struggle to deal
with life after mom, they each
begin to withdraw into their own
worlds.

$6 admission

After decades of civil war, South
Sudan achieved its independence
from Sudan in 2011. But their
former allies from the Nuba
Mountains to the north are
suffering from aerial bombings and
starvation warfare employed by
Sudan’s government. Hundreds
of thousands of civilians have fled
to refugee camps in South Sudan
or remain trapped in the war
zone. Eleven-year-old Madina and
others dream of a brighter future
for the Nuban people.

$6 admission

HOTEL CONGRESS ROCKS!
This historic hotel, the jewel of downtown, has
been a stellar Festival partner throughout the
past 25 years.

Many thanks!
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Wednesday, April 27

The Screening Room

The Screening Room

Thursday, April 28
FROM THE ARCHIVES

Did You Know . . .
Tucson filmmaker Jonathan
Van Ballenberghe has won
our Best of Arizona award
three times.
The 2002 Festival paid
tribute to New York
filmmakers who experienced
and documented the
tragedy of 9/11.
The Screening Room has
always been the hub of the
Arizona International Film
Festival.
The Festival Director’s
favorite dish is paella!!

6pm

8pm

6pm

8pm

Two Blue Lines

Broke

The Region

Other Madnesses

Tom Hayes, USA, 2015, 98 min.
(In English, Arabic, Hebrew with
English subtitles)

Heath Davis, Australia, 2016,
98 min.

Felipe Palma, Chile, 2015, 76 min.
(In Spanish with English subtitles)

Jeremy Carr, USA, 2015, 105 min.

Cec, an old working class man
stumbles upon his favorite
“footy” star and gambling addict,
Ben “BK” Kelly, at the end of his
shift. Taking pity on the one-time
local legend, Cec offers to take
the now homeless Ben home for
the night. Through the old man’s
guidance, Ben is forced to dig
deep and apply the courage and
spirit he once displayed on the
field to his personal life.

A mining community travels
through a dystopian industrial
landscape to a sacred village
in the Andes, where they will
perform a ritual populated by
mystical beings and ancient
traditions. Told through a
combination of observational
and archival footage and dream
sequences, this documentary
delves into the relationship
between Chile’s enormous
copper mining industry and
the families whose culture has
inevitably been shaped by the
forces of extraction.

Shot over a period of twenty-five
years, Two Blue Lines examines
the human and political rights
situation of Palestinian people
from the1930s to the present
day. By primarily featuring Israelis
whose positions run counter
to their country’s official policy,
this provocative documentary
provides a portrait of the ongoing
conflict not often depicted in our
mainstream media.

$6 admission

$6 admission

FOLLOW THE FEST!

Ed Zimmer is a lonely New
York City tour guide who
leads a double life. By day, he
routinely cruises around the city
on a double-decker tour bus,
pointing out famous sights and
attractions to wide-eyed tourists.
But at night, he is plagued by
nightmares; disturbing visions of
a child abduction which seem
too real to be a figment of his
imagination. Tortured by these
thoughts, Ed ventures out into
strange, unfamiliar parts of the
city to investigate.

$6 admission

$6 admission

filmfestivalarizona.com
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
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The Screening Room

Friday, April 29

Festival Director
Giulio Scalinger

Exhibition

Director of Operations
Claudia Jespersen
Marketing & Development Director
Mia Schnaible
Art Director
Christine Scheer
Publicist

Brenda Gerardo
Program Designer
Colleen Loomis
Editorial Coordinator

Cass Fey
Staff Designer
Jennifer Foley
Website
Steve Godwin, Scott Burr
Festival-in-the-Schools

Ruben Reyes
Production Consultant

Bret Primack

Stacey Cochran
Maud Dillingham
Pat Engle
Lorry Foster
Xail Hernandez
Thomas Leacock
Courtney Moy
Violetta Phemister
Vanessa Reynaga
Kira Skinner
Josué Vasquez
Programming

Patty Brueggeman
Ann Dalton
Alicia Foley
Brenda Gerardo
Mary Gresham
Claudia Jespersen
Jean Jessup
Liam O Mochain
Al Perry
Giulio Scalinger
Joe L. Smith
Will Whetstone
Archival Photography
Mia Schnaible
AzMAC Board

Technical Coordinator

Baldemor Peralta
Screening Room Coordinators
Angie Cutler
Amber Lee Harrington
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Giulio Scalinger (President)
Caren Deming (Emeritus)
Claudia Jespersen
John Mason
Judd Ruggill
Lea Ward

6pm DRAMATIC SHORTS $6 admission
Atchafalaya

La Tierra del Exodo

Brian Richard, USA, 2015, 22 min.

(The Land of Exodus)

Before a devastating hurricane
hits shore, a game warden must
investigate a mysterious call from
deep in a Louisiana swamp.

Birthday Boy
Andrew Saunderson, USA, 2015,
11 min.
A young man steals a car but is
unprepared for what he finds in
the back seat.

Brix and the Bitch

Skinner Myers, USA, 2016, 11 min.
A kidnapped American teenager
is led to the Mexico-United
States border by a Mexican
street kid who has hopes of
crossing into America for a better
life.

This Stuff Will Kill You
Michael Reynolds, USA, 2015,
10 min.

Nico Raineau, USA, 2015, 10 min.

A drug dealer finds himself in an
awkward love triangle.

Trapped in a seedy, illegal fight
club, one woman’s only chance
for escape is a gruesome brawl
against the one person she loves.

A Way of Life
Viraj Nayar, USA, 2016, 24 min.
Struggling to find work to support
his child, an ex-convict is forced
to choose between doing the
right thing or what put him in jail.
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8:30pm
Misfortune
Desmond Devenish, USA, 2016,
90 min.
When a young man down on his
luck learns about the parole of
his father’s killer, it sets off a cat
and mouse chase for missing
stolen diamonds through Tucson’s
rugged desert. As events spiral
out of control, the prospects of a
criminal fugitive lifestyle become
an inevitable reality.

$8 admission

Saturday, April 30

The Screening Room

12:30pm INDIE YOUTH
Camping Trip
Audrey Larson, USA, 2015, 6 min.
An imaginative five-year-old girl
becomes excited when her single
father announces a camping trip.

December
Timothy Smith, USA, 2016, 4 min.
An aging young woman spends
the last year of her life doing
what she loves.

The Fear of
Disappearing
Joshua Seigel, USA, 2015, 2 min.
The filmmaker tries to find a way to
keep himself from disappearing.

Juvenile Justice: The
Road to Reform
Gandhi Brigade Youth Media,
USA, 2015, 8 min.
In 2015, protesters and rioters
took to the streets of Baltimore
expressing their frustration with
the justice system. Seven high
school students watched and
asked themselves why it happened.

Let’s Catch a Movie

Free admission

One Day on Carver St.
Azure Allen, USA, 2015, 4 min.
This animated gem tells the story
of Charlie’s Place, a stop on the
famous Chitlin’ Circuit, where the
music inspired many people, regardless of color, to come together.

Mad Peter
Joshua Seigel, USA, 2015, 4 min.
In desperate attempts to stay alive,
Mad Peter tries to escape his past.

The Screening Room

1:30pm

4:30pm

7pm

Navajo Math Circles

Lucky U Ranch

Art of the Prank

George Csicsery, USA, 2016, 59 min.

Steve Anderson, USA, 2016, 93 min.

The challenges facing education
on the Navajo Nation are revealed
in this insightful documentary.
Applications of math in Native
culture provide tools for increasing math literacy by highlighting
the special connections between
Navajo culture, natural beauty,
and mathematics. The presence
of math circles raises the hopes
of parents, students, and teachers
for a brighter future.

It’s 1953, and 11-year-old Junior
McCaully is ready to call it quits.
Chubby, bullied, and stuck at
an Arizona trailer court with
his hardworking mom, nothing
prepares him for the arrival
of Melissa, a sophisticated
Hollywood girl who changes
everything.

Andrea Marini, USA/Italy, 2015,
82 min.

preceded by

Across the Tracks
Michael Cooke, USA, 2015, 15 min.

Emma Penaz Eisner, USA, 2015,
2 min.

Sleep

Ours Is The Land

When everyone in town tries to
catch a movie, she desperately
reels away!

Mary Aupperle, USA, 2016, 3 min.

Frances Causey, USA, 2015, 17 min.

After studying all night, Sarah tries
to make it through the next day.

Alexia Salingaros, USA, 2015, 5 min.

This moving documentary depicts
the spiritual, cultural, and physical connections of the Tohono
O’odham people to Ce:wi Duag
(the Santa Rita Mountains), imperiled by the Rosemont open pit
copper mine.

The “it” boy of the school seems
to have it all. But does he?

$6 admission

Time Out
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Saturday, April 30

preceded by

Two African American sisters
grow up in 1960s Georgia. But
one is born with fair skin. When
schools integrate, she decides to
change her destiny - by passing
for white.

$8 admission

Stuck in the middle of the
country and completely out of
his element, New York artist
Joey Skaggs, the famed media
prankster, decides to pull off
the most demanding hoax of his
career. Art of the Prank is an
emotional and humorous journey
following the evolution of this
artist — a fierce proponent of
independent thinking and the
man who has turned the media
hoax into an art form.

$8 admission

CLICK HERE
FOR THE WINNERS
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Sunday, May 1

The Screening Room

12, 2:15, 4:30 & 7pm BEST OF THE FEST

$6 admission

An opportunity to see the award-winning films and audience favorites from the 2016 Arizona
International Film Festival. Four shows make up a must-see day of the very best of independent films
from around the world. You can buy a $10 All Day Pass and see all the Best of Fest shows.

DARREN TANG SIMOES

EOC Logo Design // V1

graphic design & creative services
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